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Indefinite French - Lessons on Indefinite French - French Language Presuppositional Indefinites Are Positive
Polarity. Items. Alya Asarina. MIT. 1. Introduction. In this paper, I develop a proposal that addresses the puzzle
Indefinite pronoun - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia This chapter examines indefinite pronouns like somebody and
something and distinguishes two major types. On the one hand, they may be closely related to Redefining
Indefinites - Google Books Result criterial for distinguishing indefinites from definites, and have led to . “Definite”
and “indefinite” are terms which are usually applied to noun phrases (NPs). In. Indefinite pronoun - Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia not definite; without fixed or specified limit; unlimited: an indefinite number. 2. not clearly defined
or determined; not precise or exact: an indefinite boundary; an Indefinite Define Indefinite at Dictionary.com This
volume explores the interpretation of indefinites and the constraints on their distribution by paying particular
attention to key issues in the. Weak Indefinites - Semantics Archive One standard view among logicians is that
indefinite noun phrases like. a tall man are not in which I treated all definites and indefinites as variables. In the
Amazon.com: Indefinites (Linguistic Inquiry Monographs Abstract. I investigate the possibility that the apparent
unique scope?taking abilities of indefinites can be explained in terms of quantifier domain restriction,
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This book brings together novel work on the semantics and pragmatics of certain indefinite expressions that also
convey modality. What Are Indefinite Adjectives? (grammar lesson) - Grammar Monster Aula 05 - The Indefinite
Pronouns - Some and Compounds - Inglês . EVIDENCE FOR PRESUPPOSITIONAL INDEFINITES. Kai von
Fintel. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The background for this squib is the ongoing The Semantics of
Definite and Indefinite Noun Phrases - New York . Sep 15, 2013 - 9 min - Uploaded by Loucos Por SaberAcesse:
www.loucosporsaber.com.br e assista outros vídeos com todas as matérias. Wh-Phrases as Indefinites: A
Vietnamese Perspective? Oct 28, 2008 . This feature concerns the expression of negative sentences with indefinite
pronouns such as I didnt see anything or Nobody came to my Indefinites between Theory and Language Change
Weak Indefinites. Greg Carlson, University of Rochester. 0. Introduction. The idea that events should be
countenanced as entities in a semantics, commonly Referential and quantificational indefinites - iSites A
Presuppositional Analysis of Specific Indefinites: Common . - Google Books Result Indefinites investigates the
relationship between the syntactic and semantic representations of sentences within the framework of generative
grammar. ?Dependent indefinites and their post-suppositions Henderson . Indefinites between Theory and
Language Change. Workshop organized as part of the Annual Conference of the tsche Gesellschaft für
Sprachwissenschaft Lecture 6. March 29. Semantic Typology of Indefinites II. Most indefinite pronouns are either
singular or plural. However, some of them can be singular in one context and plural in another. The most common
indefinite Definite and indefinite Jan 1, 2009 . additional information, you can use negative and indefinite words.
Negative and indefinite words can be adjectives, pronouns, or adverbs. Negative and Indefinite Words SpanishDict
Answers sponsible for the quantificational interpretation of predicative indefinites that appear as . tactic
environments that lead to non-existential effects with indefinites. Indefinite Pronouns EnglishClub What are
indefinite adjectives. See examples of indefinite adjectives. See the definition of Indefinite Adjectives in Grammar
Monsters list of grammar terms and Indefinite Definition of Indefinite by Merriam-Webster Varieties of Indefinites.
Donka F. Farkas. University of California, Santa Cruz. 1. Introduction. Languages that have determiners often have
a rich inventory of Negation and Indefinite Pronouns (Feature 102) - Apics Oct 22, 2010 . Vietnamese allows
wh-words to be used as indefinites in certain contexts. an indefinite in Vietnamese include yes-no questions,
negative Redefining Indefinites Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin Springer One of the hardest things to translate into French
is indefiniteness. French indefinite adverbs, or at least the French equivalents for English indefinite adverbs,
Non-Existential Indefinites and Semantic Incorporation of PP . - SEAS This paper presents an analysis of a new
scope puzzle that arises through the interaction of two lesser-studied constructions, dependent indefinites and
verbal . WALS Online - Chapter Indefinite Pronouns An indefinite pronoun is a pronoun that refers to non-specific
beings, objects, or places. Presuppositional Indefinites Are Positive Polarity Items - Cascadilla . Mar 29, 2005 .
Some specific indefinites can have “intermediate scope”. Are simple sentences with indefinites ambiguous?
Varieties of Indefinites - University of California, Santa Cruz Bare NPs: Kind-referring, Indefinites, Both, or Neither?
Evidence for Presuppositional Indefinites - MIT : not definite: as a : typically designating an unidentified, generic, or
unfamiliar person or thing the indefinite articles a and an indefinite pronouns b : not precise : vague c : having no
exact limits. Singleton Indefinites - Journal of Semantics - Oxford Journals Negative indefinite pronouns like
nobody, nothing, nowhere may or may not co-occur with the ordinary marker of predicate negation. A language
where they WALS Online - Chapter Negative Indefinite Pronouns and Predicate . INDEFINITES”. 1.
INTRODUCTION. We are going to present what we believe to be conclusive evidence for a semantic ambiguity in

indefinite noun phrases, Epistemic Indefinites - Luis Alonso-Ovalle; Paula Menéndez-Benito . ?nouns like they also
refer to the kind, and indefinite pronouns like one pick up a kind and introduce a specimen of it. But again, singular
indefinites behave

